A combination of explicit solvent molecular dynamics simulation (30 simulations reaching 4 ms in total), hybrid quantum mechanics/molecular mechanics approach and isothermal titration calorimetry was used to investigate the atomistic picture of ion binding to 15-mer thrombin-binding quadruplex DNA (G-DNA) aptamer. Binding of ions to G-DNA is complex multiple pathway process, which is strongly affected by the type of the cation. The individual ion-binding events are substantially modulated by the connecting loops of the aptamer, which play several roles. They stabilize the molecule during time periods when the bound ions are not present, they modulate the route of the ion into the stem and they also stabilize the internal ions by closing the gates through which the ions enter the quadruplex. Using our extensive simulations, we for the first time observed full spontaneous exchange of internal cation between quadruplex molecule and bulk solvent at atomistic resolution. The simulation suggests that expulsion of the internally bound ion is correlated with initial binding of the incoming ion. The incoming ion then readily replaces the bound ion while minimizing any destabilization of the solute molecule during the exchange.
INTRODUCTION
The ability of guanine-rich oligonucleotides to selfassociate into polymers based on a G-quartet structure of four Hoogsteen-paired, coplanar guanines have been recognized for almost half a century (1) . Guanine-rich segments, which have functional roles in vivo, were found in biologically significant regions of the genome such as telomeres (2) (3) (4) and immunoglobulin switch regions (5, 6) ; potential quadruplex-forming promoter sequences have been located in a number of oncogenes and cancer-relevant genes (7) (8) (9) (10) . Nucleic acid quadruplexes (G-DNA) are also promising therapeutic agents: many RNA and DNA aptamers, identified for specific targets by in vitro selection techniques, form quadruplex structures (11) (12) (13) . Therefore, structural stability and other aspects of physical chemistry of quadruplex DNA are important issues for the pharmacological industry and modern biology.
The formation and structural stability of G-quadruplexes depends on several factors, such as stacking interactions between nucleic acid bases, hydrogen bonds between them, electrostatic interactions and hydration shell. In addition to those typical for duplex DNA stabilizing factors, quadruplexes have also specific ones, namely, coordination of carbonyl oxygens by cations inside the G-DNA stems and presence of connecting single-stranded loops in monomeric and dimeric G-DNA molecules (14, 15) .
It was previously shown that length and sequence of loops have a strong influence on the G-quadruplex stability and folding efficiency (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) , but full understanding of the rules driving the quadruplex folding is far from being achieved. It is also well-known that formation of quadruplexes requires the presence of cations (21) (22) (23) . The location of the cations inside of the quadruplex structure depends on the cation size and charge. For example, Na + ions location was found to vary between two positions: being sandwiched by the quartets and in the plane of a quartet (24, 25) . Cations such as K + and NH + 4 are too large to be in the second position, so that they tend to be situated symmetrically between two consecutive quartets (25) (26) (27) . Majority of known quadruplex structures are obtained with the NMR method, which has limited capability to detect the bound ions. In general, the available experimental techniques do not provide much information about details of the structural dynamics of the ion binding to G-DNA. Molecular dynamics (MD) simulation is a valuable tool for investigation of G-DNA structures (28) (29) (30) (31) (32) (33) (34) (35) (36) (37) (38) (39) (40) . Recently, we have carried out a first microsecond scale (12 ms in total) explicit solvent MD simulation study on G-quadruplex, namely on thrombin-binding aptamer (15-TBA) (41) . Current force fields, such as the parmbsc0 (42) , provide good description of G-quadruplex structure stems. Capability of the simulations to quantitatively capture structural dynamics of the loops is, however, still rather limited (43) . In addition, the classical force field MD simulation method treats only approximately some intra-and intermolecular interactions that can affect quadruplex stability and interactions between the G-DNA and the cations, although the overall picture of the ion-G-DNA binding is rather realistic (43) .
Our preceding study on 15-TBA illustrated how loops can influence quadruplex geometry depending on their sequence, length and conformation. It was also shown that properly folded unimolecular G-quadruplex structure can be viable in the water solution without the stabilizing intrastem cations for a sufficiently long time to spontaneously capture a bulk cation (41) . However, there are some contradictions about the final complex stoichiometry and cation location in 15-TBA structure in the available experimental studies (see below), which were not addressed in our previous work. Thus in this work we provide in-depth analysis specifically focusing on ion-15-TBA interactions. Besides specifically investigating 15-TBA our study reports several observations that give broader insights into the basic principles of interactions between monovalent cations and G-DNA molecules.
15-TBA forms intramolecular antiparallel guanine quadruplex. It consists of two stacked planar G-quartets (G-stem) that are connected with three lateral loops-two TT and one TGT (44) (Figure 1 ).
NMR study of the structure of 15-TBA in presence of Sr 2+ revealed that the structural cation probably binds between the planes of quartets (the central binding site), being coordinated by eight O6 atoms of the guanines (45) . In contrast, Marathias and Bolton (46, 47) + cation can form coordination and electrostatic interactions with more variable geometry. In addition, it was shown with UV melting that HIV-1 integrase aptamer T30923 with similar topology as 15-TBA binds three potassium cations, presumably one between the quartets and the other two at the lower and upper binding sites (49) . Therefore, stoichiometry of the complex between 15-TBA and potassium is still an open question.
We investigated the atomistic picture of ion binding to 15-TBA with combination of explicit solvent MD (30 new trajectories with aggregate length of 4 ms), hybrid quantum mechanics/molecular mechanics (QM/MM) approach and isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC). Our results indicate that there are three cation interaction sites in the structure of 15-TBA. However, two of them (the upper and lower binding sites) cannot keep the bound cation which is dominantly sucked by the central cation-binding site between the G-quartets. The TGT loop acts as a gate, which guides the cation to pass into the aptamer interior and helps to lock it in its final binding site.
Our study shows that cation-binding to 15-TBA is a surprisingly complex multiple pathway process whose atomistic details are greatly affected by the type of the cation. The results also suggest (at least for the two-quartet 15-TBA) that substantially pre-folded state of the quadruplex is necessary for cation binding. The cation stabilizes the folded 15-TBA structure and the simulations Figure 1 . 15-TBA fold. Two G-quartets, upper (G1, G6, G10 and G15) and lower (G2, G5, G11 and G14), form G-quadruplex. Lighter and darker tetragons show syn and anti stem nucleotides. The remaining nucleotides form one TGT and two TT loops. An $2-fold axis of symmetry relates the two halves of the G-quadruplex, resulting in two symmetric wide grooves (blue) and two symmetric narrow grooves (red).
indirectly indicate that the cation can also direct pre-folded structures to final conformation. The basic results obtained in the article should be valid also for other G-quadruplex structures.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Classical MD simulations
We have carried out three sets of simulations. First, we have simulated the NMR structure of 15-TBA based on PDB entry 148d (44) , eighth frame. Eight simulations were carried out in order to enhance the sampling using multiple-independent simulations; three with Na + cations and five with K + (Table 1 ). There were no cations initially placed inside the 15-TBA structure in these simulations.
Sodium is known as weak stabilizer of 15-TBA. Nevertheless, we decided to perform simulations with both K + and Na + ions. Description of cations by pair-additive force fields is imperfect (50) . Specifically, the simple force field description underestimates the binding energy in the minimum and exaggerates the steepness of the repulsive part of the interaction energy curves compared to the QM reference data (43) . Thus effective size of real potassium cation for direct ion-stem interactions would be somewhere between current parameters of sodium and potassium while the force field potassium looks to be too large.
In the second set of simulations, hypothetical model structure of TGT-free 15-TBA molecule was constructed from the NMR structure by deleting the TGT loop residues. There were eleven simulations in order to enhance the sampling, 1 with and 10 without the stabilizing cation initially inside the central binding site (Table 1 ).
In the third set, structure of TT-free 15-TBA molecule was modeled from the NMR structure by removing the TT loops residues and simulations analogous to those done for TGT-free 15-TBA were done (Table 1) . GROMACS 4.0 (51,52) software package was used for simulation and analysis of MD trajectories. Explicit solvent simulations in parmbsc0 force field (42) were performed at T = 300 K under control of velocity rescaling thermostat (53) , with isotropic constant pressure boundary conditions under the control of the Berendsen algorithm of pressure coupling (54), and application of particle mesh Ewald (55) method for long-range electrostatics interactions (PME). A triclinic box of the TIP4P (56) water molecules was added around the DNA to a depth 15 Å on each side of the solute. Negative charges of systems were neutralized by adding of sodium or potassium cations, resulting in $0.15 M concentration of the ions. In some simulations (Table 1) $0.1 M of NaCl or KCl excess salt was added to the net-neutralizing ions. Sodium, potassium and chloride ions were added to the systems by replacing water molecules at random positions with minimal distance between ions equal to 6 Å . We used standard AMBER potassium (radius 0.2658 Å and well depth 0.00137 kJ mol À1 ), sodium (radius 0.1868 Å , well depth 0.01589 kJ mol
À1
) and chlorine (radius 0.2470 Å , well depth 0.41840 kJ mol À1 ) parameters. It is to be noted that in the course of our two KCl simulations salt-crystallization effect occurred. This is force field artifact caused by imbalance between water, cation and anion parameters (57) . Thus, our excess salt KCl simulations are in fact closer to net-neutralizing K + conditions as the clustering tends to eliminate the added excess salt. However, we decided to not rerun the two affected KCl simulations with better balanced KCl parameters (57) for several reasons. The salt crystallization problem was not seen in the NaCl excess salt simulations, we did not see any visible difference in simulations run with net-neutral and excess salt conditions and the salt crystallization problem, even if it occurs, does not affect the remaining net-neutralizing ions. As we explained elsewhere, the cation binding to G-DNA is not expected to be significantly sensitive to details of cation parameters within the framework of the pair-additive force field approximation, i.e. the cation parameter sets available in the literature are assumed to perform similarly in this respect [see Figure 2 in Fadrna et al.'s article (43) and the pertinent discussion]. Note, that the effective size of the force field ion is also determined by the well depth, as the well depth and radius compensate for each other in the repulsive region. a This simulation is described in our earlier study (41) .
There have been two temperature coupling groups used in the simulations, the first consisting of DNA and the second consisting of water with ions.
QM/MM simulations
The starting conformations of 15-TBA were taken from PDB databank NMR structures, PDB ID 1c35 (47) for complexes with potassium and 1rde (45) for complex with barium. The later experimental structure was actually solved in the presence of strontium while there is no experimental structure available for 15-TBA with barium cation in the databank. However, it was shown by CD spectroscopy that barium and strontium form a very similar complex with the aptamer (58) and thus we decided to use the 1rde structure for simulation of complex between 15-TBA and Ba
2+
. We prefer Ba 2+ instead of Sr 2+ to correlate QM/MM modeling and ITC experiments, because for the experiments we have chosen BaCl 2 since barium does not bio-accumulate (see the experimental part below).
Five systems were modeled ( Figure 2 ). Upper position of cation (systems 1 and 4) was calculated as an arithmetic mean value from potassium positions near the upper G-quartet (residues G1, G6, G10 and G15) from the structure 1c35. Central position (systems 2 and 5) is the geometrical center of the eight O6 atoms of the quaduplex-forming guanines. Lower position of cation (systems 3 and 4) was calculated as an arithmetic mean value from potassium positions near the lower G-quartet (residues G2, G5, G11 and G14) from the structure 1c35. Systems 1-4 were modeled with potassium and system 5 was modeled with barium. MM part was described with parameters of the parmbsc0 (42) force field. The QM system was described in terms of pseudopotential plane-wave implementation of density functional theory (59) (PW-DFT) with a spin polarized formalism (60) and PW91 functional (61) . The interactions between valence electrons and ionic cores were described by ultrasoft VDB pseudopotential (62) . QM part consisted of 15-TBA nucleic acid bases (except of T7) and potassium or barium ions. Partitioning of the systems to QM and MM parts was made across the N-glycosidic bonds with introduction of capping hydrogen atoms in order to saturate the dangling bonds. The total size of the QM system was 178 atoms (179 in case of system 4). Van der Waals interactions, which are poorly described by default DFT, were corrected with Grimme's analytical potential (63) . Each simulated system was filled with water molecules represented by TIP4P model (56), while total charge was neutralized with Na + ions. Water and ions were equilibrated around the DNA-cation complexes by 100 ps classical MD simulation with restrained position of nucleic acid and the cation.
The prepared systems were subjected to QM/MM simulation with GROMACS/CPMD package (64) for 1.5 ps, with time step of 0.12 fs ($5 a.u.) and electronic mass 500. Temperature coupling with Nose-Hover (65,66) scheme allowed to observe behavior of systems at body temperature. Since we applied ultrasoft pseudopotentials, the basis set for the valence electrons consists of plane waves expanded up to a cutoff of 30 Ry. The QM subcell has cubic shape with 40 Ry side length which results in about 90 000 plane waves for wavefunction.
Isothermal titration calorimetry
The thermodynamic parameters of potassium and barium ions binding to d(GGTTGGTGTGGTTGG) and d(GGT TGGTCTGGTTGG) aptamers were measured using a iTC 200 instrument (MicroCal, Northampton, MA, USA) as described previously (67) . Experiments were carried out at 25 C in 20 mM Tris buffer, pH 6.8 in the presence of 140 mM LiCl. Two-microliter aliquots of KCl or BaCl 2 solution were injected into the 0.2 ml cell containing the DNA solution to achieve a complete binding isotherm. DNA concentration in the cell ranged from 50 to 250 mM and metal ions concentration in the syringe ranged from 1 to 10 mM. The heat of dilution was measured by injecting the ligand into the buffer solution; the values obtained were subtracted from the heat of reaction to obtain the effective heat of binding. The resulting titration curves were fitted using MicroCal Origin software. Affinity constants (K a ), binding stoichiometry (N) and enthalpy (H) were determined by a non-linear regression fitting procedure. Consequently, the entropy variations (ÁS) were calculated from the standard thermodynamic equations. ITC measurements for each aptamer have been repeated at least three times and yielded similar thermodynamic parameters.
RESULTS
Classical MD simulations
Probability and putative path of cation ingress into different ion-binding sites of 15-TBA were studied with MD in parmbsc0 force field. We have simulated the complete 15-TBA system in water solution in presence of excess salt NaCl, KCl and net-neutral K + ions (without Cl À ). In all cases the initial position of ions was random and no ion was initially present inside the quadruplex. In all eight simulations (cf. Table 1 ) the 15-TBA molecule spontaneously sucked a cation from the bulk which finally reached the central binding cavity. The initial pre-binding of the cation to the quadruplex is the rate-limiting step. One additional 15-TBA simulation that also revealed a swift capture of Na + is described elsewhere (41) .
Sodium ion capture
Sodium cation has smaller radius than potassium (see 'Materials and Methods' section). Thus, it is sterically easier for sodium to find a way into the central binding site. In two cases out of three, the sodium initially bound with the upper binding site and in the remaining case it penetrated inside the 15-TBA through the pore between the TT loops. In the individual simulations, the initial binding of the sodium cation occurred at 1, 112 and 61 ns, respectively. The time spent by sodium at the upper binding site (including the time spent in plane of the G-quartet) was 1 and 4 ns while the cation spent 7 ns at the lower binding site. Penetration of the cation into the central binding site from top of the structure requires several structural conditions ( Figure 3) . First, the G8 and T9 bases obstructing access to the inner cavity must realign to permit access to the O6 atoms of the upper quartet guanines. Second, the guanines composing the G-quartet must be separated to provide the cation sufficient access to bind the quartet plane. Then the cation can move to its final position inside the stem.
Dynamics of sodium cation entering the central binding site from the top of the 15-TBA structure is presented on the In order to get better insight into the details of the ion binding, we monitored the process of dehydration of the cation along its trajectory to the center of the quadruplex. This is described in the Supplementary Data, Supplementary Figures S2-S4 and the corresponding text.
Simulations with potassium
In the simulations of 15-TBA in a solution containing only net-neutralizing potassium cations, in two cases out of three the cation initially bound with the lower binding site. It occurred at 10 and 44 ns in the respective simulations. The cation subsequently spent 4 and 1 ns in the initial binding site, being then sucked by the central binding site.
In the third simulation, the aptamer did not capture the stabilizing cation from the solution till the 149 ns of the MD trajectory. At this time, the structure of the quadruplex started to collapse with G1 and G2 nucleic acid bases extruded from the G-stem ( Figure 5 ). Then the potassium cation entered the quadruplex through the formed hole. It bound first at the upper binding site for $1 ns and then it moved to the final position between the two G-quartets. The subsequent recovery of the 15-TBA structure required more time in the third simulation due to an interaction between G1 and T9 bases that occurred during the initial cation binding. The quadruplex structural recovery (at 156 ns) was incomplete with detectable perturbation of the upper G-quartet structure. There was a conformational change in G1 with rotation around the C3 0 -O3 0 bond and a shift in the e torsion angle from $174 to 68 (Supplementary Data and Supplementary Figure S5 ). The quadruplex did not achieve full structural recovery before the end of the MD trajectory. Although our 300 ns simulations are long relative to most found in the literature, these simulations remain shorter in duration relative to most of the dynamic events occurring within molecules. However, we anticipate that the 15-TBA structure would be fully restored on a longer time scale.
The behavior of the two KCl 15-TBA simulations was consistent with the above results. In both simulations, there were structural alterations of 15-TBA anterior to the cation binding. In the first case, the G1 turned around the C3 0 -O3 0 bond, with e torsion angle changed from $174 to $74 (as in the simulation discussed above), which resulted in increase of the space area between the guanines of the upper quartet. So the second gate was open, but the first gate (the TGT loop) became closed after the cation went through it ( Figure 6 ). The Figure 6 also shows that the main element that opens or closes the gates is the G8, whereas movements of the T9 nucleic acid base do not depend on whether the cation is inside the 15-TBA or not ( Figure 6, gray line) .
In the second KCl simulation, the aptamer did not bind any cation till the 129 ns. Then its structure again almost collapsed (Supplementary Data and Supplementary  Figure S6) . The G-stem was split into two parts and distance between them was $10 Å . It resulted in a wide pore, which led into the central binding site of the aptamer, so it was easy for a potassium cation to penetrate directly between the planes of G-quartets (Supplementary Data and Supplementary Figure S6) . After that the G-quadruplex amazingly fully restored its optimal structure in <1 ns and remained entirely stable during the rest of the simulation.
Impact of the loops into cation binding
The preceding simulations indicate that the TGT loop plays an important role in interactions with bulk cations. To further examine its role in cation binding we performed test runs of 15-TBA without the TGT loop in NaCl water solution. There were 11 simulations, 1 with and 10 without the stabilizing sodium cation initially inside the central binding site.
In 4 simulations out of 10 the structure of the aptamer without the stabilizing cation collapsed during the first 10 ns of MD simulation, being unable to keep the G-quadruplex until a bulk cation is caught. When cation capture occurred at earlier simulation times (0-6 ns), the G-quadruplex was viable during rest of the 60 ns of MD trajectory, just as in case of the system with sodium cation initially placed into the G-quadruplex. Thus the TGT loop has major impact on the 15-TBA stability. On one hand, absence of the loop speeds up the spontaneous capture of the ion by the quadruplex, as the upper quartet is exposed to the bulk solvent. However, it also dramatically destabilizes the empty quadruplex. It appears that the second factor prevails, as the simulations show $40% probability that the structure is completely lost before any cation can be retrieved from the bulk.
We then simulated 15-TBA without the TT loops in NaCl water solution. There were again 11 simulations, 1 with and 10 without the stabilizing sodium cation initially inside the central binding site. The G-quadruplex structure collapsed in only 2 of 10 simulations. If cation was captured, the systems were subsequently stable. The ion capture occurred between 2 and 6 ns in the individual simulations.
Notably, in these simulations of constructs lacking some of the loops, there were some transient but non-negligible events of bulk cation binding at the upper (seven times) or lower (five times) binding site in stable simulations with the central position already occupied by the structural cation. In most but not all cases, the second ion bound to the exposed quartet where the loop(s) were deleted. During these transient 1:2 biding events, due to electrostatic repulsion the ion trapped inside the stem shifted partially into the plane of the farther (with respect to the approaching ion) quartet. Statistics of the time periods for these binding events is given in the Supplementary Data, Supplementary Table S1. All these events finally ended up by releasing the outer cation back to the bulk solvent. The statistics can be used to roughly estimate the free energy difference between 1:1 and 1:2 complexes with one centrally bound ion, see Supplementary Data.
Analysis of the 300 ns trajectories of complete 15-TBA did not reveal any transient binding of second cation to quadruplex with occupied central ion position. However, in our earlier 900 ns 15-TBA simulation (41), there is one 55 ns and one 5 ns 1:2 binding event with the second ion bound in both cases at the lower 'TT loops' binding site, see Supplementary Data, Supplementary Table S1 .
Besides the transient binding of the ions to the outer binding sites, we evidenced one event of full cation exchange between G-quadruplex of 15-TBA without TT loops and solution. At 45 ns of MD trajectory one of the bulk cations approached the upper binding site (Figure 7) . Resultant repulsion between the two cations pushed the cation that was inside the G-stem out of the central binding site. For very short time of $30 ps there has been 1:2 complex between DNA and the cations, very similar to that suggested by Marathias and Bolton (47) . The incoming cation entered the central binding site and after additional 3.5 ns the lower (the originally bound) cation has been expelled into the solution.
To our best knowledge, it is the first occasion when spontaneous full exchange of a cation between G-DNA molecule and bulk solvent has been documented. In the preceding simulation and free energy studies (28) (29) (30) , it was suggested that quadruplex molecules are basically never left vacant by cations. In addition, the studies suggested that folding/formation of quadruplex stems may proceeds via four-stranded intermediates with strand slippage and thus incomplete set of G-quartets while G-stem-like trimers and dimers are not viable. Once a single quartet is present in the structure it is already primarily stabilized by a cation (28) . The present simulation adds another important insight into the overall picture. It appears that the likelihood, especially for short and slipped (28) stems with small number of complete quartets, to expel an internal ion into the solvent increases when a bulk cation is temporarily bound at the other side of the stem. The associated electrostatic repulsion between the lining-up cations leads to a partial relocation of the bound ions that promotes the expulsion. However, proximity of the bulk ion at the same time facilitates swift capture of the new ion, further reducing the likelihood that the stem is destabilized during the exchange (see 'Discussion' section).
QM/MM study
In the classical MD part of our study, the ions were sucked by the central binding site of 15-TBA after temporary binding either in the upper or lower binding site. However, MD cannot model polarization of electronic clouds, which adversely affects description of coordination interactions of ions with surrounding. That is why we decided to perform a QM/MM estimation of relative stability of different positions of K + within the quadruplex structure. Despite that QM/MM is limited by the affordable timescale it is an interesting independent test of the studied systems that complements classical MD.
Five systems ( Figure 8 ) were constructed for QM/MM simulation: three systems with one K + cation in the upper, central or lower binding sites of the aptamer, another system containing two potassium cations within the aptamer (occupying the lower and upper sites), and one system with Ba 2+ in the central binding site of the 15-TBA structure. Barium cation was chosen as a reference because it forms similar complexes with 15-TBA as a strontium, which is known to bind in the central site of the aptamer with 1:1 stoichiometry.
In both systems with potassium cation in the upper position (systems 1 and 4), the ion migrated toward the central binding site between the G-quartets. In the system 4, it was followed by expulsion of the K + cation from the lower binding position toward the bulk. In the system 3, the lower position proved to be unstable as well. The cation, after some fluctuations, also moved to the cavity center ( Figure 8 ). Only systems with K + and Ba 2+ cations initially placed into the central site (systems 2 and 5) showed stable ion positioning (Figure 8 ). During the simulation, the potassium performed periodical fluctuations within the cavity from location closer to the upper G-quartet to location closer to the lower one and back. Figure S7) . This is very close to relevant distances for 11-coordinate barium macrocycle complex and 8-coordinate complex of barium chloride with inositol (69) . Integration number for the first peak from PRDF is exactly 8.
We have monitored the energy of the system during the QM/MM trajectory. The change of position of potassium cation toward central cavity of quadruplex during QM/ MM simulation is clearly accompanied with optimization of relative total energy (see Supplementary Data, Supplementary Figure S8 , Supplementary Tables S2 and  S3 and the corresponding text) .
There is remarkable difference between MD and QM/ MM description of aptamer-cation interactions. The basic trend is similar, but the methods give different dynamics; in QM/MM it takes less than a picosecond for the cation to change its location from upper or lower binding site to the central one, whereas MD needs nanoseconds to move the ions. The difference arises from the methods limitations: MD cannot model electronic clouds shape and polarization; therefore, it considers only the long-range electrostatic part of aptamer-cation interactions. The simple Lennard-Jones Van der Waals potential is not optimal either, as already mentioned. QM/MM gives potentially more correct dynamics; however, we cannot rule out that the present results are considerably affected by approximations inherent to the QM/MM approach, less satisfactory relaxation and the very limited time scale. Further studies are needed to get a more converged picture. Nevertheless, the preliminary QM/MM calculations at least roughly show the expected direction in which the force field behavior deviates from eventual accurate electronic structure description.
Isothermal titration calorimetry
To clarify potassium coordination by thrombin-binding aptamer, thermodynamic parameters of potassium and barium interaction with 15-TBA were studied by ITC. A microcalorimetric approach allows the full characterization of this interaction in solution from thermodynamic point of view. At Figure 9 binding is close to one. Refilling titration syringe with potassium after titration by barium ( Figure 9 , curve C) demonstrated the complete inhibition of K + binding ( Figure 9 , curve A).
Our MD study suggests that G8 base interferes with efficient shuffling of the ions into the stem cavity while it seems to stabilize the ion once bound by covering the stem entrance. Thus, replacement of G8 by smaller pyrimidine could make ion exchange between the G-quadruplex and bulk easier. To prove it the 15-TBA (G8)C mutant was synthesized and named as 15-TCT. The results of ITC of 15-TCT with barium and potassium in comparison with 15-TBA are given in Table 2 . Indeed, 15-TCT experiences weak binding with potassium whereas barium binding is similar as for 15-TBA. We plan to investigate the role of the C8G substitution in the near future by simulation studies.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Structural dynamics and stability of guanine quadruplex molecules are intimately interrelated with binding of monovalent ions inside the quadruplex stems and eventually at binding pockets created by single-stranded connecting loops. Despite limitations (31), molecular simulation technique can provide useful picture of ion binding to G-DNA complementing the experiments.
Recently, we have shown that properly pre-folded G-quadruplex structure (namely, thrombin-binding aptamer 15-TBA) in water solution without a cation inside its G-stem is viable for a sufficiently long time to spontaneously capture a bulk cation (41) . However, the simulations predicted formation of 1:1 complex between 15-TBA and the ion, contrasting some studies suggesting 1:2 complex with vacant internal cavity of the quadruplex (46,47,70) , with the ions located in the TGT and TT loop However, the simulations show that only the internal ion-binding site is stable. The upper and lower outer binding sites act as temporary ion traps for bulk cations, but they cannot retain the bound cation which is either quickly ingested by the central site or released back to the solvent if the central site is already occupied. The lower binding site is more populated than the upper. Based on our simulations, occupation probability for the lower site in case of the 1:2 binding is estimated to be 0.01-0.1 (see Supplementary Data for details). This value is close to that observed by Trajkovski et al. (48) for ammonium cation in NMR study. Therefore, 1:2 cation 15-TBA binding is predicted by simulations, but only for minor part of ensemble of molecules and basically always with the central binding site occupied by one of the ions.
Our results are consistent with other experimental studies (48, 71, 72) . It should be noted, however, that the difference between our results and the preceding literature suggesting the 1:2 binding is not insurmountable and can be explained by approximations of the individual approaches. First, there is no discrepancy regarding the solute geometry as we anyway firmly rely on experimental NMR geometries that behave stably in simulations. [Note that occasional incorrect experimental geometries usually lead to instabilities in simulations, as reported in the literature (29, 41) ]. The present simulations report some population of the 1:2 complexes, so these complexes are, in terms of free energy, relatively close to the 1:1 complex (see Supplementary Data for more details). Furthermore, as noted above and in the literature (31, 43) , the force field description of the ion-G-DNA interactions is not perfect. Imbalance in the force field could affect the calculated population of the 1:2 binding. In fact, the classical force fields underestimate binding of monovalent ions at the stem-loop junction of the diagonal loop d(G 4 T 4 G 4 ) 2 quadruplex (43) . Considering this, the only remaining discrepancy would be the position of the ions in the 1:2 complexes. However, to predict the ion locations, the preceding studies relied primarily on simple molecular modeling rather than on direct experimental determination. The ion positions were predicted based on force field minimizations using simple distance-dependent dielectric constant method to mimic solvent screening and utilized the CHARMM force field. Compared to this approach, our extended explicit solvent simulation method is superior in accuracy. The distance-dependent dielectric constant approach is known to be inaccurate and often inverts the stability order compared to more physically based methods such as the Poisson-Boltzmann theory (73, 74) . In addition, the CHARMM force field has been reported to provide somewhat imperfect description of ion binding in G-DNA stems (43) . Finally, in minimization runs the K + ions may have problems to enter the central cavity. As demonstrated in our simulations, very extensive thermal fluctuations of the quadruplex molecule are needed to allow the K + to penetrate into the G-DNA stem. In summary, we do not ultimately rule out the possibility of the 1:2 binding. However, based on our state-of-the art simulation approach, which is more advanced than the earlier computations could be, we rather predict that the central cavity of the G-DNA stem is always occupied by an ion.
MD simulations reveal details of the penetration of the ions into G-DNA
The simulations allowed us to obtain unique insights into the manner how the cations can penetrate into the 15-TBA structure. There are two gates from each side of the G-quadruplex that lead into the G-stem. The upper entrance is formed by the G8 base from the TGT loop (the first gate) and the space between guanine's O6 of the upper quartet (the second gate). The lower entrance is formed by non-canonical T-T pair from the bottom of the G-stem (the first gate) and the space generated by guanine's O6 from the lower quartet (the second gate).
When there is no cation inside the molecule of the aptamer, all gates are open. Once the ion is preliminarily captured by the 15-TBA molecule, its passage to the intrastem cavity is quick. When the quadruplex captures ion from the bulk, all gates tend to close ( Figures 3, 4 and 6) .
The loops are obviously not decisively important for the ion binding to G-DNA. However, they significantly modulate the ion-binding processes. The TGT loop plays at least three independent roles. First, it protects the 15-TBA structure from collapse in absence of the ion, as we have seen $40% probability of loss of the structure when the TGT loop was deleted and stem ion absent. At the same time, the TGT loop slows down the initial ion binding since it partially obstructs the stem entrance. Thus, ion-free 15-TBA construct lacking the loop can more quickly capture the ion but is prone to swift disintegration. Finally, once the ion is inside the stem, the loop (mainly its G8 base) helps to keep the ion inside. Therefore, the net contribution from the TGT loop is overwhelmingly stabilizing.
Correlation of ion movement during full exchange of ion between G-DNA and bulk solvent
We report the first atomistic simulation capturing a complete spontaneous exchange of an ion bound inside the G-DNA stem with a bulk ion (Figure 7 ), in one of the simulations with the construct lacking the bottom TT loops. The ion expulsion occurred through the bottom part of the structure and was facilitated by approach of another ion from the other side of the stem (i.e. through the TGT outer binding site). The bulk ion (transiently bound in the TGT outer binding site) occupied the central cavity of the stem immediately after the originally bound ion left the area. Due to this correlation between transient ion binding and stem ion release, the stem was basically not left vacant by the ions. This indicates that probably vast majority of G-DNA ion exchange events can occur without any stem destabilization even for the two-quartet stem. The correlation between binding of bulk cation and expulsion of stem cation can greatly help to Figure S9) . The effect is likely less important for longer complete stems such as four-quartet stems. Four-quartet stem is very stable even with just two ions inside. It could smoothly exchange any intrastem ion through sequence of intermediates having at least two intrastem-bound ions even with entire separation between the individual ion release and ion-binding events (28, 29) .
Preliminary QM/MM simulations
Primary recognition of a cation by the upper or lower binding site can be described in terms of electrostatic interactions. However, ion interactions are more complex and are only approximately described by a classical MM utilized in MD simulations (43) . Therefore, possible coordination part of the cation-aptamer interactions is not considered. Hybrid QM/MM simulation is a known technique to study ion-biopolymer complexes that provides reasonable speed with satisfactory accuracy (75) (76) (77) . Due to enormous computer demands, QM/MM simulation trajectory at present is restricted by picoseconds range. This sampling time is definitely not enough to observe equilibration of system with initial geometry being far from the equilibrium state. However, a few picoseconds can provide at least some rough test of the ion interactions within the structure.
With the QM/MM method we examined steadiness of potassium cation localization in the three binding sites. The calculations supported MD results, and also indicated that the 1:2 stoichiometry of the complex is not likely; one of the cations in the 1:2 complex was displaced towards the bulk. So it is very likely that stoichiometry of complex between potassium and 15-TBA is 1:1 and that potassium locates in the central binding site of the aptamer, between two G-quartets, being associated with the O6 atoms of the quartet guanines by electrostatic and coordination interactions. To confirm it, we chose barium cation for a comparison. Ba 2+ has the similar size and a charge as strontium while CD spectra of 15-TBA with Ba 2+ and Sr 2+ are almost superimposable (58) . Stoichiometry of the complex between strontium and 15-TBA is 1:1 and the cation is very likely bound between the G-quartets.
ITC measurements
Our ITC measurements indicate that stoichiometry of the complexes between 15-TBA and barium or potassium is close to 1:1, moreover, competition study revealed that the cations occupy the same binding site. These results are entirely consistent with the simulations.
Multipathway processes are likely to participate in structural dynamics and folding of G-DNA molecules Our results also shed the light on the question of what is primary-folding of the G-quadruplex structure with the following capture of the stabilizing cation, or assembling of the G-quadruplex structure around the cation. Properly folded 15-TBA lacking the bound ion proved to be viable in a timescale of several hundreds of nanoseconds, which is enough to meet and capture a cation (in $0.1-0.2 M solutions used in simulations, see 'Materials and Methods' section). It was experimentally shown that 15-TBA can form unimolecular G-quadruplex structure at low temperatures in the solutions that are free of possible stabilizing cations (78) . We suggest that there are constantly complex and variable folding-unfolding processes of G-quadruplex structures in water solution of 15-TBA at a room temperature, and addition of potassium only shifts the equilibrium in the solution. Therefore, cation is rather the stabilizer of the folded or pre-folded structure but not the initiator of folding. Note that although such processes are beyond the present simulation time scale, we also assume (as for the ion insertions into the quadruplex visualized in this study) that the actual folding process is realized via a rich stochastic spectrum of individual and diverse folding routes and attempts. The different microroutes (their probabilities) may differentially respond to changes of the external conditions and base sequence.
Complexity of structural rearrangements of G-DNA molecules can be illustrated for the ion-capture process by 15-TBA investigated in this study. In our extended set of simulations of either complete 15-TBA or its constructs lacking some of the loops, we observed altogether 23 individual events of penetration of the initially bulk cation into the central ion-binding position. We have evidenced diverse routes of cation penetration into the G-DNA molecule with a marked difference between the Na + and larger K + (Figures 3-6 and Supplementary Figure S6 ). Our simulations show that even such a simple process as capture of an ion by a G-DNA molecule is a complex multi-pathway process. Competition between the pathways may be strongly dependent on the type of the cation. We suggest that, in general, all processes that participate in G-DNA molecule folding could have very complex multiple-pathway nature, unique for each G-DNA sequence and fold. It would be very difficult to exhaustively capture this picture by the experimental techniques, as it would require nanosecond time resolution and atomistic spatial resolution of the solute geometries and ion positions. The method would have to reach at least millisecond time scale. Thus, despite their limitations, extended MD simulations can in future provide useful insights into the competition of micropathways between various experimentally detected substates occurring during folding and rearrangements of G-DNA molecules.
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